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Scientific Outline: 

Background:  

Cleft lip and/or palate (CLP) or orofacial cleft is a group of congenital birth defects affecting 1 in 700 

newborns annually [1]. Commonly associated with structural problems relating to feeding, hearing, 

speech, and tooth development, recent research shows that affected individuals may also be at an 

elevated risk for psychological, social, and behavioral challenges [1],[2]. While many studies have 

sought to investigate the psychosocial effects of CLP, a 2005 systematic review was inconclusive, 

citing a dearth of longitudinal research and a lack of consistency and uniformity between studies [3]. 

In 2017, a Cleft Care UK study of five-year old children with unilateral CLP (UCLP) found that children 

born with UCLP had higher levels of behavioral problems than the general population, but that these 

findings required replication [1]. Researchers also suggest that children born with CLP may 

experience heightened psychosocial challenges around the school transition, and that this is worthy 

of investigation [1]. All of the contributing research cites a sufficient lack of large, longitudinal 

studies, focused on the psychological development of children born with CLP, and that this research 

is critical to the development of appropriate interventions for this population [1],[3].  

Aims and Objectives:  

1) Describe and summarize psychological and behavioural outcomes in five-year old children born 

with CLP using parent-reported SDQ data and compare to general population averages. 

2) Describe and summarize psychological and behavioural outcomes in eight-year old children born 

with CLP using parent-reported SDQ data and compare to general population averages  

3) Describe psychological and behavioural development patterns in children born with CLP during a 

three year period, between the ages of five and eight, and compare to general population  

4) Evaluate outcomes and development by cleft subtype  

5) Explore the potential predictors/confounders of psychological and behavioural outcomes, and 

developmental patterns (maternal age at birth, parity, parental smoking and alcohol consumption, 

parental wellbeing, socioeconomic position) 

Methods:  

The SDQ (Strength and Development Questionnaire) completed by parents for children 

born with CLP at ages 5 and 8 will be used to evaluate the psychological wellbeing and 



Behavioural development of children [4]. Quantitative descriptive statistics will be used to describe 

the prevalence of psychological and behavioural issues across the five domains of the SDQ in 

children at two time points, and these summary statistics will be compared to national averages. 

For individuals with SDQ data at two time points, a longitudinal analysis will be undertaken to 

track changes. 
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